Ever since Adam's time fools have been in the majority — Dalvigne

TRIALS

FOR ANNUAL PRIZE

DEBATES, TO-DAY

Mt. Allison Loses
To Visiting Team
By Judge's Vote

Dahlosone And Acadia Other Colleges To Meet Dead

BATES DELURES
RISING FASCISM

Pair, Eating Lunch, Miss Trains And Debate Twice
By winning their third straight defeat, Miss Trains and Debate Twice gave a pitiful performance at the hands of the winning school, Miss Trains. The Bates team had been in training and was otherwise prepared to do well, but it was unable to show any spirit of fighting. The Miss Trains team, on the other hand, was up to par and put up a good fight. The result of the match was 10 to 6 in favor of Miss Trains.

Murray and Seaman Win Three Debates On Canadian Tour

Powerful Delegation Of Garnet Mitmen Enter Boxing Tournament Suggested By Local Boys Club

Ten Bates Men To Vie For Fistie Honors With Representatives Of Other Maine Colleges — Bouts To-morrow Night

Robert Rutledge Wins First Prize In Song Contest

Bates Senior Receives $25 For Performance

Robert Rutledge '36 looted $25 riches in the annual Literary Lunch contest sponsored by the student body. Rutledge won the grand prize of $25 and a limited edition of the Lithograph Society's print, "A Study of the New World," which was awarded to the winner of the contest. Rutledge's performance was outstanding, and he was congratulated by all present.

Bold Bates Buccaneers Hoist Jolly Roger As Pirates Invade Alumni Gym For Pop Concert

Orchey Society To Give Opening Selections At Bates-Maine Stage Party To Furnish Smooth-Sailing Effect

The opening party at the Bates-Maine stage play was held last evening. The party was attended by many students, who enjoyed the music and dancing. The party was sponsored by the Orchey Society, and was well attended.

Secure Tickets For Sandburg In Pres' Office

Because of the great demand on the part of the public for tickets to see Carl Sandburg on Sunday afternoon, it is necessary that all students interested in attending the concert obtain their tickets at the President's office before the beginning of the school day. A limited number of tickets will be available at the door of the concert hall.

Delegates From San Domingo And Haiti Denounce U.S. Policies At Model Pan-American Conference

Chairman Whipple Kidnapped By Communists But Escapes Unharmed— Speeches In Native Tongues Add Color

The Third Annual Model Congress sponsored by the Political Science Club of Bates College was held last week. The Congress was well attended, and the participants were enthusiastic. The Congress was modeled after the United Nations, and the delegates were able to express their opinions on a variety of topics, including those related to the United States' policies in Latin America.

Chief Justice Pattagall To Speak Tuesday

Politics Club Brings Noted Jurist Here

Chief Justice Pattagall of the Supreme Court of the United States will speak at Bates College on Tuesday evening. The Chief Justice is well known for his work in the field of constitutional law, and his appearance at Bates is highly anticipated. The Chief Justice will address the students on the topic of the role of the judiciary in modern society.
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A New Deal

"The best is yet to come," Mr. Harold, the President, said in his inauguration address, "and it is our duty to prepare for the best. The American people have shown us the way to work together, to overcome our difficulties, to achieve a new deal of freedom and prosperity for all."

The Government has decided to enact a series of new measures to benefit the people. Among them are:

1. The establishment of a national health insurance program to provide medical care for all Americans.
2. The expansion of the Social Security system to include unemployment and old age benefits.
3. The creation of a new agency, the National Recovery Administration (NRA), to regulate prices and wages in industries and to promote fair competition.
4. The implementation of a public works program to create jobs and stimulate economic recovery.
5. The reform of the banking system to ensure financial stability and public confidence.
6. The passage of a law to guarantee workers' rights to organize and to engage in collective bargaining with employers.
7. The establishment of a national public works administration to coordinate federal assistance for local public works projects.
8. The creation of a new agency, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), to protect the rights of workers and to promote fair labor practices.
9. The enactment of a law to provide for federal aid to education and to support the arts and the sciences.
10. The establishment of a national economic council to advise the President on economic policies and to ensure economic stability.

These measures are aimed at achieving a new deal of freedom and prosperity for all Americans. Together, we can build a nation that is free from fear and want, a nation that is rich in opportunity and justice for all.

It is a time of great hope and of great challenge. Together, we can make this a nation for all Americans. Together, we can build a new deal of freedom and prosperity for all.

The Government is committed to the people, and we will work tirelessly to ensure that they have the chance to rebuild their lives and to live in dignity and peace. Together, we can build a new deal of freedom and prosperity for all.

The Government is committed to the people, and we will work tirelessly to ensure that they have the chance to rebuild their lives and to live in dignity and peace. Together, we can build a new deal of freedom and prosperity for all.
COLLEGE WEATHER BUREAU CHALKS UP UNUSUAL RECORD

The Bates College Weather Bureau, established three years ago, has been responsible for the wind predictions over the entire section of the country, has been instrumental in furnishing accurate weather conditions for the following three years. Since its establishment, the bureau has been made regularly during the day, being sent by telegraph to all parts of the country. As a result, the forecast has been made for the next three years. During December, the Bates College Weather Bureau has been responsible for the wind predictions over the entire section of the country. The bureau has been made regularly during the day, being sent by telegraph to all parts of the country. The record, up to December 2nd, has shown that the forecasts have been made with an accuracy of 95%.

DUKE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

The Duke University School of Medicine has been awarded a grant of $10,000 by the American Medical Association for the support of research in the field of medicine. The grant is to be used for the support of a research project on the treatment of tuberculosis.

Three Sophomore Women To Debate In New Hampshire

Bates Team Favors Increase In Powers Of President

Four terms of eleven weeks are given each year, and students may select courses that fit their interests. In the spring term, an additional term is given, and additional courses are offered.

The Bates record is much better than that of a local published forecast. The Bates record has been made over the entire section of the country, and has been made regularly during the day, being sent by telegraph to all parts of the country. The Bates record has been made with an accuracy of 95%.
GARNET HOCKEY CLUB MEETS STRONG COLBY TEAM MONDAY

Roundbymen Already Have Win Over Bates And Lead Series—Coach McCluskey Seeks Replacement

SPORTS COMMENTS

BY ROY SAUNDERS

After winter sports had been suspended for a while last Thursday, we were relieved of our annual ordeal of weekly Damiano sanatorium. Winter sports are only a few weeks away, however, and so some experience of the same sort will be required. Therefore, it was pleasant to get our first glimpse of a new season on Saturday night when the Garnet players were pitted against the better class of Colby players.

The first Garnet home game this season was a 4-2 victory over Bates. The game was played in the new Alumni Arena and was the first time that the arena has been used for a home game. The game was quite exciting, with the Garnet players putting up a good fight against the Bates players. The Garnet players were able to score four goals, while the Bates players were able to score only two.

The first game of the season was played on Saturday night, and the Garnet players were able to score three goals, while the Bates players were able to score only two. The Garnet players were able to put up a good fight against the Bates players, and they were able to win the game with a score of 3-2. The Garnet players were able to put up a good fight against the Bates players, and they were able to win the game with a score of 3-2.
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